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ABSTRACT

mechanism can signi�cantly reduce the costly inter-AS tra�c for
content retrieval, and also provide lower retrieval latency (i.e., QoS)
for the users. Information Centric Networking (ICN) makes it easier
to implement a fully-distributed content discovery mechanism at
the network layer through its functionalities such as name-based,
stateful forwarding and ubiquitous caching.
Despite the supporting functionalities, the two main ICN architectures NDN and CCN [11, 30] implement a very limited form of
intra-domain content discovery mechanism, namely opportunistic discovery. In an opportunistic content discovery mechanism,
content is searched opportunistically along the shortest path (or
a designated path) towards a content origin. This approach has a
very limited search scope (only the nodes along a path) and thus
limited gain, but does not require coordination or communication
among the nodes.
Conversely, in coordinated content discovery approaches, requests are forwarded to some designated cache that is likely to hold
this content [3, 20, 22]. These techniques can attain signi�cantly
higher gain at the cost of extra coordination and communication
overhead (e.g., update protocol or signaling) to maintain up-to-date
state of the cached content.
In this paper, we try to combine the merits of both worlds by
using an opportunistic coordination approach, which requires each
router to keep track of only a small amount of state and does not
require signaling or update protocols to locate content. To that end,
we enhance the NDN routing architecture with a new component
called Ephemeral Forwarding Information Base (EFIB), which keeps
track of the direction (next hop) in which data chunks were temporarily cached in the recent past. An entry in the EFIB is created
opportunistically by a returning Data packet and comprises a trail
for a matching Interest packet to follow towards the direction of a
cache, where the corresponding data has been placed. Collectively
the EFIB entries at individual routers form trails towards cached
content.
The establishment of EFIB state for a content is demonstrated
in Figure 1, where a Data packet entering an AS at Ri follows the
intra-AS path: Ri , Rk , Rp , Rm , Ru to reach a user. At Rp , the content
of the Data packet is cached following the content placement policy.
The resulting EFIB trail for the named content carried in the packet
is shown in the �gure with arrows. Having such a mechanism to
locate cached content makes it possible to limit the placement of
content to be performed exactly once along the content delivery path
(i.e., in node Rp in Figure 1). This reduces caching redundancy and
in turn, makes more e�cient utilisation of available cache resources
along a delivery path.
Di�erent from the Interest packet processing in legacy NDN,
in our approach an interest can be forwarded using both FIB and
EFIB. While EFIB-based forwarding takes Interest packets towards a

Recent research has considered various approaches for discovering content in the cache-enabled nodes of an Autonomous System
(AS) to reduce the costly inter-AS tra�c. Such approaches include
i) searching content opportunistically (on-path) along the default
intra-AS path towards the content origin for limited gain, and ii)
actively coordinate nodes when caching content for signi�cantly
higher gains, but also higher overhead. In this paper, we try to combine the merits of both worlds by using traditional opportunistic
caching mechanisms enhanced with a lightweight content discovery approach. Particularly, a content retrieved through an inter-AS
link is cached only once along the intra-AS delivery path to maximize network storage utilization, and ephemeral forwarding state
to locate temporarily stored content is established opportunistically
at each node along that path during the processing of Data packets. The ephemeral forwarding state either points to the arriving
or the destination face of the Data packet depending on whether
the content has already been cached along the path or not. The
challenge in such an approach is to appropriately use and maintain
the ephemeral forwarding state to minimize inter-AS content retrieval, while keeping retrieval latency and overhead at acceptable
levels. We propose several forwarding strategies to use and manage
ephemeral state and evaluate our mechanism using an ISP topology
for various system parameters. Our results indicate that our opportunistic content discovery mechanism can achieve near-optimal
performance and signi�cantly reduce inter-AS tra�c.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A content discovery mechanism can leverage the distributed system
of caches within an AS to retrieve content locally as opposed from
the possibly external content origin. An e�ective content discovery
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nodes, usually at predetermined rendezvous points e.g., [3, 17, 20, 22,
26]. The o�-path request to cache routing solutions usually require
an extra routing table at each router to statically or according to a
content addressing scheme con�gure the path towards the corresponding rendezvous points or the o�-path caches. Representative
proposals in this space are [8], [12], [14] and [19]. This state can be
maintained either in a distributed manner, in which case a signaling
protocol is required [9], or in a centralized manner as in a Name
Resolution Service (NRS) [3], in which case a registration/update
communication is required.
The strategies proposed in [7], [21] and [29] use co-ordination
techniques between the data and the control plane to place content
and re-direct requests to the corresponding caches. In [16] two
methods are proposed to route requests to the nearest replica of a
content by either �ooding requests or meta-requests to discover the
content location. In [17, 22], the authors utilize hash-routing techniques, which have been proposed in the past for mapping requests
to physically co-located servers. Each router in the network is assigned a part of the hash space and caches the content items whose
hashed identi�ers fall within that space. This way, hash-routing
avoids all the complex request-to-cache resolution steps of similar
proposals and minimizes the corresponding signaling overhead.
Finally, the authors in [28] have proposed a scoped �ooding-based
content discovery mechanism. The proposal includes a ring model,
which limits the spread of the �ood to the immediate neighborhood. The results show that although scoped-�ooding introduces
some overhead, it is far from prohibitive and can scale and achieve
considerable gains.
In Breadcrumbs [15], the authors considered an opportunistic
forwarding scheme, where nodes form trails towards users —and
not towards the caches where content is stored— opportunistically
during the forwarding of Data packets. Similarly, in [2], we built an
ICN forwarding mechanism around Breadcrumbs using the NDN
forwarding architecture. As shown in [2], this forwarding strategy,
where nodes keep track of the direction of Data packets towards
the end users, performs the best assuming the exhaustive leavecopy-everywhere (LCE) placement strategy, since any probabilistic
placement of content might result in following trails that do not
terminate at nodes where the corresponding content is stored. The
usage of LCE minimizes though the merits of this opportunistic
forwarding strategy. In contrast to [2] and [15], here we examine
a more sophisticated forwarding strategy that keeps track of the
trails towards the caches where content is stored that allows the
usage of better placement schemes, which eventually minimize
the inter-AS tra�c without introducing unacceptable latency or
overhead.

Placement

EFIB(Trail
Content(Retrieval(Path
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Rp
Rm
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Figure 1: Placement of data and the EFIB trail.
cache, the FIB-based forwarding takes packets towards the content
origin1 .
The introduction of the EFIB table requires new forwarding strategies for next-hop selection for the matching EFIB and FIB entries,
with trade-o�s in retrieval latency and overhead in terms of duplicate Data packet responses and circulated Interest packets. After
introducing two extreme forwarding options (i.e., Multicast and
Stop-and-wait in Section 3), we propose a budget-based multicast
forwarding strategy (in Section 4), where each Interest packet is
given a “forwarding budget” that can be spent (at the intermediate
routers) on forwarding the Interest on-path towards the content origin and/or sending o�-path interests towards caches. Particularly,
a router can choose to either spend the entire budget on searching
the nearby o�-path caches (i.e., following the EFIB trails within the
AS), or search less aggressively o�-path and let the Interest packet
leave the AS, and thus reach the external content origin.
We evaluate (in Section 5) the proposed content discovery mechanism through extensive simulations in realistic AS topologies for
various system parameters. The proposed budget-based forwarding
strategy leads to more than a threefold increase in the number of
locally (i.e., intra-AS) satis�ed content requests in comparison to
NDN’s default on-path (i.e., shortest path) discovery mechanism,
while incurring negligible overhead. Additionally, the proposed
budget mechanism achieves good QoS (i.e., low latency in retrieving content) for users, whereas its overall performance is very close
to a theoretically optimal forwarding strategy.

2

RELATED WORK

Apart from the optimization of the packet-level content placement
in ICN, which has been extensively studied from di�erent aspects,
another important part of the in-network caching research is the
actual content discovery mechanism. The content discovery mechanism, or else, request to cache routing is the mechanism to direct
content requests to the right cache mainly to increase the locally
satis�ed requests and minimize content delivery latency. By and
large, request-to-cache routing can follow one of two approaches:
either opportunistic on-path, where content is searched on-path as
the request is traveling towards the content origin, or co-ordinated
o�-path, where requests are forwarded o� the shortest path to the
content origin or some designated caches that are likely to hold
this content.
The o�-path resolution-based routing is a deterministic solution
which maps requests to content items cached in nearby (or not)

3

OPPORTUNISTIC CONTENT DISCOVERY

In this section, we present the functionality of the proposed content discovery mechanism. The rationale behind our design is to
coordinate forwarding and caching without introducing signi�cant
overhead. This is achieved by increasing each router’s awareness
regarding the cached content within its network and bene�t from
the name-oriented routing and forwarding to retrieve content from
an intra-AS o�-path cache.

1 Note

that EFIB entries may also point towards the content origin, if a cache with
the matching content happens to be on-path towards the origin, in which case the
forwarding strategy has fewer next-hop options to consider.
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3.1

Ephemeral FIB

Content Origin

In order to augment NDN architecture with a content discovery
mechanism, we add an Ephemeral FIB (EFIB) table to the original
NDN content router design presented in [11]. The functionality
of the remaining NDN router components, namely the Content
Store (CS), the Pending Interest Table (PIT) and the Forwarding
Information Base (FIB) remain the same.
We utilize part of the content store to maintain the EFIB, which
maps name pre�xes to a set of next hops, similar to the FIB table.
However, FIB and EFIB di�ers in several important aspects. First
of all, the FIB table of a router is used to forward requests towards
content origins. The EFIB table, on the other hand, is a temporary
storage of forwarding information used to forward interests towards local (i.e., intra-AS) caches. Secondly, unlike the FIB table,
which is traditionally populated via out-of-band means such as a
routing protocol [9], the EFIB table is populated opportunistically
(see below), using locally available information gathered from the
forwarded Data packets.
An EFIB entry is triggered by a returning Data packet and points
towards the direction (i.e., next hop) in which data chunks were temporarily cached in the recent past. Similar to the FIB and PIT entries,
EFIB entries also follow the hierarchical content naming scheme
of NDN, where a content item is segmented into chunks and each
chunk is uniquely identi�ed (e.g., Music/Artist /Song/chunkID).
This means that a returning Data packet “carrying” any of the
chunks of the above item, e.g., Music/Artist/Song/chunkID/CID1,
will trigger an entry in the EFIB of the corresponding router of the
same form, coupled with the interfaces pointing towards the router
along the delivery path that cached the aforementioned chunk. This
implies that the direction of the EFIB entries will interchangeably
point downstream or upstream the corresponding delivery path
(i.e., to the arriving or the destination face of the Data packet) upon
the caching of a chunk at a router, whereas the FIB and PIT entries
point always towards the same direction (i.e., the FIB upstream
towards the content origin and the PIT downstream towards the
requesting user).

3.2
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Figure 2: Data packet processing by an intermediate router.
Here our objective is to maximize network storage utilization
and we enforce single caching along a delivery path. However,
the proposed content discovery mechanism is generic and can
support multiple replication of the same content along a path (e.g.,
to support time sensitive and/or critical applications [23] or to
minimize the usage of expensive inter-domain links [1]). In such a
scenario, the application can provide its own latency constraints
and/or placement strategy by setting the PL �eld (now a number
and not a bit) to the corresponding number of replicas that should
be installed along a delivery path. Next we describe the mechanism
to populate the EFIB tables and the processing of a returning Data
packet by an intermediate router.

Placement strategy

In NDN [11], every router along the path from the content origin or
responding router towards the requesting user caches the passingby Data packet. Due to the ine�ciency of this ubiquitous caching
mechanism we assume here a variation of the probabilistic caching
strategy presented in ProbCache [13]. Particularly, we assume that
each Data packet is cached exactly once along the delivery path. The
caching point is decided based on the caching capability of the path
and the corresponding position of a given router in the network,
similarly to [13]. The use of the EFIB table makes redundant further replication of the given chunk along the same delivery path,
since at a very small extra delay any interest that will “meet” the
corresponding EFIB entries will retrieve with high probability the
corresponding data chunk from the same intra-AS path.
In order to implement this content placement strategy and enable
the installment of the EFIB entries, we introduce a “Placement �ag
(PL)” bit to the Data packets. PL set to “1” indicates that a placement
is not necessary (i.e., the packet is either responded by a router or
has already been cached) and conversely PL set to “0” indicates that
a placement should be performed.

3.3

Data packet processing

Generally, the Data packet processing of the proposed content discovery mechanism is exactly the same to NDN, with the exception
of the PL �ag. Particularly, when a Data packet arrives from an
inter-AS link, it is �agged (PL is set to “0”) by the border router
of the AS. However, when an intra-AS cache forms a Data packet
(as a result of a cache hit), it sets PL to “1”. The same also occurs
when a router decides to cache the corresponding packet, before
forwarding it towards the requesting user.
In more details, a match lookup of a Data packet’s Content Name
takes place upon the arrival of the packet at each router as in NDN
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[11]. A CS match means that the Data packet is a duplicate so it
is discarded, whereas a PIT match (there may be more than one)
means that the Data packet was solicited by interest(s) forwarded
by this router. In that case a list is created (i.e., “Solicited list”), that
is the union of the Requesting Faces list of each PIT match minus
the arrival face of the Data packet and the following three scenarios
exist:

ROUTER x

No Match
OFF=1

EFIB
lookup

CS
lookup

Match

Initialize Data packet

No Match
OFF=0

(1) If the PL �ag of the corresponding incoming Data packet is
equal to “1” (i.e., the packet has already been cached along the
delivery path) the corresponding router sends the Data packet
on each face of the Solicited list, the PIT entries are removed,
and a new EFIB entry is created pointing towards the arrival
face of the Data packet. The new EFIB entry is exactly the same
with anyone of the PIT entries matching the Data packet with
the exception that it points upstream towards the incoming
face of the Data packet.
(2) If the PL �ag of the corresponding incoming Data packet is equal
to “0”, the corresponding router decides based on ProbCache
whether or not to cache the packet. If the router decides to
cache the packet, it sets the PL �ag to “1” and sends the Data
packet on each face of the Solicited list as above. However,
the router does not add any EFIB entries since it is the router
where the packet is cached and a passing by matching interest
following either FIB of EFIB entries will �nd the packet in its
CS. The corresponding EFIB trails (upstream or downstream)
will terminate at this router.
(3) Finally, if the PL �ag of the corresponding incoming Data packet
is equal to “0” and the router decides not to cache the packet,
the Data packet is send on each face of the Solicited list as in
the above scenarios with the PL set to “0”, and for each face
of the list a new EFIB entry is created. The new EFIB entries
are exactly the same as the PIT entries matching the Data
packet and point towards the direction that the Data packet
was sent. In this scenario an EFIB entry points towards more
than one directions. This however does not violate our single
path caching policy described above, since each entry points on
di�erent delivery paths belonging on di�erent user requests.

No Match
OFF=0
No Match

No match

EFIB
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FIB
lookup
Match and
TFB ≥ 0

Match
Discard Interest
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Is TFB ≥ EFIB
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Reduce TFB by
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Set OFF=1

Reduce TFB by “1”.
Forward Interest
towards content origin
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Forward Interest towards
EFIB matching entry

ROUTER u

ROUTER z

Content Origin

Figure 3: Interest packet processing by an intermediate
router including the TFB element introduced in Section 4.
limit the retrieval of content using inter-AS links. This should be
achieved with low overhead (i.e., duplicate responses and multiple
forwarded interests) for the AS and acceptable content retrieval
latency (i.e., QoS) for the users.
We introduce an O�-path Forwarding Flag (OFF) bit to the Interest
packet to distinguish whether it is following the FIB entries towards
the content origin (OFF is set to “0”), or is heading towards the
direction of o�-path caches. In the second case (OFF is set to “1”),
the Interest packet follows matching entries in the EFIB of each
passing-by router.
Whenever a user issues an Interest packet the OFF bit is by
default set to “0”. This means that when an Interest packet arrives
on some face of a router, the router processes the packet in the
exact same way as in NDN [11]. Particularly, if a matching chunk
is found in the CS, the router sends back to the face the interest
arrived on the Data packet (with the PL �ag set to “1”) and discards
it. If the router does not �nd matching content in CS and there is
an exact-match PIT entry, the interest’s arrival face is added to the
PIT entry’s Requesting Faces list and the interest is discarded.
In the proposed native content discovery mechanism, if there is
no matching entries both in CS and PIT, the router searches besides
FIB and the EFIB for matching entries. If matches are found in the
EFIB the arrival face is removed from the face list of the matching
entries and if the resulting list is not empty, a number of o�-path
Interest packets (i.e., OFF set to “1”) can be initiated. Additionally
with the o�-path interests and if there is a matching FIB entry, the
router can also forward the Interest packet towards the content
origin. In both cases for each forwarded interest packet (o�-path or

In Figure 2 we depict the processing diagrams of an incoming Data
packet at an intermediate NDN router.
According to the above description, a router opportunistically
decides whether to cache or not a passing by Data packet based on
its PL value. Also, based on the caching decision the EFIB entries
point either upstream towards the direction of a cached packet, or
downstream towards the direction where the packet will eventually
be cached. In order to make sure that at least one router along the
delivery path will cache the Data packet we assume that the last
router along the delivery path (i.e., the router where the user issued
the interest is attached to) alway caches the Data packet if the
corresponding PL is equal to “0”. Having populated both FIB and
EFIB tables to forward packets, a forwarding strategy is necessary
to select the next-hop(s) using both the matching EFIB and FIB
entries.

3.4

OFF, TFB set
by forwarding router

ROUTER y

Forwarding Strategies

The goal of any forwarding strategy is to implement an e�ective
content discovery mechanism leveraging the intra-AS caches to
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on-path) a new PIT entry is created from the interest and its arrival
face.
When an Interest packet arrives on some face of a router and its
OFF bit is set to “1” (i.e., o�-path interest), the router checks for a
matching content in its CS. If a matching content is found, the router
sends back the corresponding Data Packet (also by setting the PL
�ag to “1”). If the router does not �nd a matching content in CS, it
searches the PIT. If a matching entry is found, the interest’s arrival
face is added to the PIT entry’s Requesting Faces list and the Interest
packet is discarded. Otherwise, it skips searching the FIB and checks
for an exact-match EFIB entry. If no such entry is found in EFIB
the router discards the Interest packet. This means that either the
router is the last on the path of routers set by the corresponding
EFIB entries, or a matching entry has been replaced/invalidated (see
Section 4.2) before the arrival of the interest. Note that interests with
the OFF bit set to “1” only follow EFIB entries. In that case only up
to one interest can cross the AS boundaries to request content from
the content origin. In Figure 3 we depict the processing diagrams
of an incoming Interest packet at an intermediate NDN router.
The number of the new o�-path interests as well as their scheduling (i.e., order and time of issue) depends on the used forwarding
strategy. A router with matching EFIB entries can initialise all (or
part) of the o�-path interests simultaneously, or follow a more conservative approach by waiting the response in some of them (e.g.,
one at a time) before initiating new ones. Generally, there are two
extreme forwarding strategies. In the one extreme is the Multicast
strategy where a router can choose to follow all the EFIB matching
entries in parallel with the FIB ones, in an attempt to maximize the
likelihood of obtaining content from within the AS. The other extreme is the Stop-and-wait forwarding strategy (similar in rationale
to [15]) which gives priority to o�-path interests. Particularly, EFIB
entries are followed one at a time and the router “waits” for the
responses (either Data packet or NACK) of them before forwarding
towards the content origin.

3.5
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retrieval latency and overhead using a budget-based multicast mechanism in an attempt to bridge the merits of the two extreme cases
and reach as much as possible the optimal performance of the NRR.
Another candidate forwarding strategy is that of scoped �ooding
presented in [28]. However, as can be seen from the NRR performance, an interest (on or o�-path) needs on average six hops to
retrieve the requested content in the used network setup and with
the used content placement mechanism. This implies that a scope
of that size (around six or larger) should have been used with the
scoped �ooding strategy too. This however, would merely �ood the
whole network with interests and for that reason we don’t consider
this strategy here. Scoped �ooding performs better when more
replicas of a content are placed within the network and the used
delivery paths.

4

MULTICAST STRATEGIES USING
FORWARDING BUDGET

An Interest packet �nding matching EFIB entries at a router can be
multicasted towards all matching directions. This, however, might
have a signi�cant overhead, as shown in Figure 4. In this paper, we
allow only Interest packets that head towards the origin (OFF bit
set to “0”) to initiate o�-path interests, which means that o�-path
interests are not further branched/multicasted. Additionally, we
allow each interest to initiate up to a speci�c number of o�-path
interests and not as many as possible as in the Multicast strategy
described above.
In order to implement this, we also introduce at the Interest
packet a Total Forwarding Budget (TFB) counter to control the total
number of interests that will be initiated. Particularly, we assume
that each router, where a user issues an interest, is aware (e.g.,
based on the FIB entries) of the distance (i.e., in hops or any other
cumulative link metric, following the shortest path) to the content
origin (i.e., the egress AS node towards the content origin) and
the TFB is set to a value equal or larger than this distance. The
TFB value can be either consumed to reach the content origin (by
decreasing it accordingly at every hop, e.g., by one if TFB is in
hops), or it can be consumed to initiate o�-path interests (or both).
In this paper we assume that the EFIB functions similar to an LRU
cache and each intermediate router can initiate o�-path interests,
as long as there is enough budget in the Interest packet TFB, and we
consider two di�erent TFB charging schemes upon the initialization
of an o�-path interest. Figure 3 presents how the TFB is consumed
during the process of an incoming Interest packet at an intermediate
router.

Preliminary results

In Figure 4 we depict some preliminary results for a default network setup (see Evaluation section) of the two extreme forwarding
strategies in terms of content discovery rate, latency and overhead.
We also depict the performance of the traditional NDN on-path
forwarding strategy as well as the theoretically optimal strategy,
named Nearest Replica Routing (NRR) strategy, which fetches the
requested content from the closest intra-AS replication point (if
there is one) regardless of the EFIB entries. The NRR uses the same
placement policy with the other two strategies, but since it assumes
a global replication knowledge the number of intra-AS replicas of
each content item is at most one (never more than one).
Without getting into details at this point, we observe that the
Stop-and-wait strategy, which exhausts all possible o�-path trails,
one at a time, is prone to large retrieval latency in fetching content,
but leads to low overhead and no duplicate responses. On the other
hand, Multicast can achieve very small latency in retrieving the
content, but potentially leads to high overhead, i.e., many copies of
data can be fetched simultaneous. In the following section we explore a set of multicast forwarding strategies that trade-o� between

4.1

Static cost scheme

The Static cost scheme assumes that each time an o�-path interest
is initiated the TFB value is decreased by a static and predetermined
value b, regardless of the popularity of the requested content or
the “freshness” (i.e., position in the EFIB) of the EFIB entry. This
implies that an Interest initiated at a router that is h hops away
from the AS egress node (towards the content origin) and assigned
ah TFB
i value equal to t = h + a, can initiate along the path up to
t o�-path interests. Of course a viable strategy would have been
b
h i
to initiate only ba o�-path interests and save enough budget to
reach the content origin. Whereas the actual number of interests
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Figure 4: Performance of Stop-and-wait, Multicast, Nearest Replica Routing (NRR) and NDN forwarding strategies.
is not controlled and depends on the EFIB matching entries found
along the path, this simple mechanism keeps under control the corresponding overhead. In order to eliminate coordination between
the routers we assume here that TFB value is predetermined for
each router. However, an out of band coordination scheme can be
used to take into consideration both the topological characteristics
and the position of a router in the network, as well as the popularity
of a requested content to set the TFB in the most appropriate value
(e.g., a least popular item might require more o� path interests
–higher TFB value– to be found and vice versa). However, due to
space limitations we leave this option for future investigation.
Note that in this paper and without loss of generality we assume
that each intermediate node can initialize only up to one o�-path
interest, by selecting the “freshest” (i.e., the one that is higher in
the EFIB) matching EFIB entry2 . This is a design choice that does
not a�ect the functionality of the content discovery mechanism
(i.e.,h the
i maximum number of o�-path interest is further reduced
to hb ) and other schemes can also be applied. For instance a
feedback mechanism that provides the cost/congestion in retrieving
a Data packet from a particular direction/interface can be used so
as to choose every time the least expensive/congested option, load
balancing the network as well. Also, we assume that once an o�path interest has been initialized it can follow a trail of EFIB entries
without any budget constraints. In other words, we only “charge”
the initialization of o�-path interests and the attempt of an Interest
packet to reach the inter-AS content origin.

4.2

corresponding items was cached earlier in the past than another
entry found “lower” at that table (i.e., we always choose the highest/freshest matching entry to follow).
In the proposed Dynamic cost scheme each index i of the EFIB
of a router r (and not cached value of the corresponding index) is
initially assigned a default charging cost, bir . Every time an o�-path
interest is initiated because a matching EFIB entry was found at
that index i of router r , the charging cost for the index i is increased
by an additive value dir . Any follow up o�-path interest initiated
by an EFIB entry found at the same router and the same index will
further increase by dir the corresponding cost.
In NDN a router that forwards (or initiates) an interest (on-path
or o�-path) is on the reverse delivery path of any matching Data
packet. An o�-path interest searches opportunistically for cached
content and will either retrieve matching data or will be discarded,
as described in Section 3.4. In order to keep track of the success of
the o�-path interests, we assume that a router where the followed
EFIB trails terminate will either respond with a matching Data
packet (as in NDN) or send backwards a NACK (i.e., an empty Data
packet carrying only the Content Name of the failed o�-path interest). Whenever a NACK is responded, an invalidation mechanism is
triggered, where an intermediate router (i) will look in its EFIB for
the particular Content Name and will decrease the charging cost of
the matching EFIB index by a multiplicative parameter eir ,before
forwarding further the NACK (i.e., following the established PIT
entries), and (ii) the corresponding EFIB entry will be removed (i.e.,
the EFIB entries below that will be shifted one position higher)3 .
Note that the new index i might be di�erent from the index
where the matching EFIB entry was found and triggered the o�path interest. However, here we couple the proposed cost with
the index and not the actual value (i.e., Content Name) of the EFIB
entry. An approach where the cost will be associated with the actual
Content Name might have been more e�cient, but would have
required each router to keep track of a cost for the whole content
population, probably depleting the routers storage capacity.
In the Dynamic cost scheme, the initialization of an o�-path
interest can decrease more drastically the TFB value and the initial
Interest packet can be dropped due to lack of budget sooner than
in the Static cost scheme. For instance, an entry found at the top indexes of an EFIB can potentially consume the whole budget at once.
This means that in the recent past, entries found at those indexes
managed to retrieve cached content (that’s why the increased cost)
and there is no need to further search in the AS or out of it. Note

Dynamic cost scheme

Despite the e�ectiveness and simplicity of the Static cost described
above, even very small TFB values (i.e., shortest path length plus
one or two extra quotas) can still generate signi�cant overhead
and duplicate responses, both from within the AS and from the
content origin (see Evaluation section). This motivated us to design
a Dynamic cost charging scheme that incorporates both the spatial
and temporal popularity of the requested content.
Inspired by the popular additive-increase/multiplicative-decrease
(AIMD) algorithm used in TCP congestion control we assume that
a di�erent cost is applied to TFB according to the position of the
matching entry in the EFIB. EFIB uses an LRU replacement mechanism and an entry found “higher” in that table implies that the
2 We

store a single face along with a name in an EFIB entry, which makes it possible
to sort multiple faces matching the same name by freshness (i.e., entry closest to the
head among the ones with the same name). The lookup procedure uses <name, face>
tuple as a search key, which needs to be performed for each outgoing face with a given
name. Alternatively, the EFIB can be implemented using a Linked Hash Map (a hash
map mapping to a double-linked list), which provides an already sorted list of the
interfaces for each data name.

3 Another

alternative proactive approach, with higher communication overhead, is for
routers to initialize NACKs in order to erase EFIB entries with every cache removal,
i.e., the cache may initiate EFIB entry erasure after content disposal.
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Table 1: Default evaluation parameters.

that in the Dynamic cost scheme there might be cases where the
charging cost of an EFIB entry might be signi�cantly larger than
the TFB value, due to multiple additive increases. For those cases
an o�-path interest can be initialized as long as the TFB value is
larger than zero regardless the actual cost of the corresponding
EFIB entry. Afterwards, the TFB value is set to “0” and no further
o�-path interests are allowed.
Another consideration with the Dynamic cost scheme is the
possibility of very small costs. In particular, entries in the EFIB—
typically the ones close to the tail of the table (i.e., least recently
used ones)—can have very small costs close to zero. This results
from subsequent application of multiplicative decreases. This phenomenon can lead to high overhead, as a result of over-generating
o�-path interests. Therefore, we set a lower-bound on the used
cost and set it to be the same value as the initially assigned default
charging cost, bir .

5

our

extensions

is

publicly

available

161

Size of content population C

106

Aggregate network storage size S

0.3 · C

Additive increase

component d ir

128 ·

S
V

100
0.7
1.0

Multiplicative decrease component e ir

2.0

Static Cost b

1.0

TFB for Static and Dynamic costs

h+2

exactly one border router, and set the FIB tables of the intra-AS
routers accordingly.
Our evaluation is based on the following metrics:
• Discovery rate (in ratio of issued interests): We partition the
percentage of successful interests, i.e., interests that are able to
discover content before running out of forwarding budget, by the
location of content retrieval. In particular, an interest discovers
content either through an intra-AS path, an inter-AS path, or
possibly both5 .
• Latency (in milliseconds): This metric measures the average
round-trip time latency in retrieving content per successful interest. The latency metric ignores the processing delays at each node
such as cache lookup and transmission delays, and only accounts
for the propagation delays for the intra-AS links that are supplied
by the Rocketfuel dataset. For inter-AS content retrievals, we
incorporate an additional latency between 30 and 70 msec to
the overall round-trip delay of the intra-AS latency based on the
work of [6, 10]. This additional latency represents the propagation delay of the inter-AS path to the content provider that is
typically few domain-level hops far away from the originating
AS.
• Overhead: We use two overhead metrics. The �rst is the average
number of data copies produced per issued (and satis�ed) user
interest. The ideal value of this metric is one, since the retrieval
of extra data copies for an issued interest is redundant. The proposed discovery scheme may result with either multiple intra-AS
retrievals or a combination of one or more intra-AS together
with one inter-AS retrieval (i.e., the one from the content origin).
The second overhead metric is the average interest hops, which
measures the number of hops that all Interest packets (on-path
and o�-path) travel within the AS per user issued interest, and re�ects the processing overhead of interests within the AS. As such
the Overhead metric includes both intra and inter-AS redundant
network tra�c.

Evaluation Setup and Metrics

with

Number of nodes V

Zipf exponent (content popularity)

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

simulator code
github.com/oascigil/e�b

Value

Average interest rate per second

For the evaluation of the proposed opportunistic content discovery
mechanism, we used the Icarus simulator [18]—a Python-based
discrete-event simulator for ICNs. Because Icarus, by design, is
not bound to any speci�c ICN architecture, we made extensions
to the simulator to support the NDN architecture with the new
functionalities described in Section 3 and Section 44 .
We use the Tiscali (AS 3257) network topology in the Rocketfuel
dataset [24]. This topology has 161 routers and 328 bidirectional
links and covers the European continent. We consider a scenario
where the content item population of interest is 106 items. Note
that 106 items is not meant to represent the current Internet content
space. Instead, this set consists of the items that an ISP-operated
Content Delivery Service [27] can store in its network. We also
assume that each content item has the same size to simplify the
cache size provisioning in the experiments.
In our experiments, we assume a warm-up period of two hours
during which the EFIB table entries are populated. This period
is followed by a two-hour observation period during which we
measure the performance of the proposed strategies. An average
of 100 interests are issued per second from users at exponentially
spaced time points (the corresponding value was extracted from
the analysis of extended video on demand traces in [25]). In order
to simulate the issued interests originating from users, a single user
agent is attached to each router of the Tiscali topology, and one
agent is chosen uniformly at random for each issued interest.
Out of the 161 routers of the Tiscali topology, we select 16 of the
lowest-degree nodes as the border routers of the AS and attach the
content origins to those nodes. We associate each content item with
4 The

Parameter

EFIB size of each node

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the budget-based
multicast content discovery strategies based on a wide range of parameters. The objective is to evaluate their performance in terms of
intra-AS content retrieval success, latency of content retrieval, and
incurred overhead. Next we describe the setup of our evaluations,
before presenting the experiments in the remaining sections.

5.1

ICN ’17, September 26–28, 2017, Berlin, Germany

5 The

Discovery rate of the evaluation plots is only for the original requests. A
failed/dropped interest that is re-issued, always retrieve content from the corresponding content origin (i.e., enabling the invalidation mechanism presented in Section 4.2).

in
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In the next sections, we present the results of our experiments
where we measure the performance of the budget-based strategies
with the Static and the Dynamic cost as discussed in Section 4
for various system parameters and we compare them with the
theoretically optimal NRR strategy de�ned in Section 3.4.

5.2

additions of dir without multiplicative decrease as a result of recent
success in usage, but fails this time to �nd a content along the
o�-path trail. In case all the issued o�-path interests fail to retrieve
cached content a user has to reissue the interest, which merely will
reach the content origin. The usage of the invalidation mechanism
through the multiplicative decrease of the Dynamic cost at each
failure and the removal of the corresponding EFIB entries along the
followed path (see Section 4.2), allows an interest to save enough
budget to get out of the AS without special signaling at the Interest
packet or any centrally controlled mechanism. The extra retrieval
latency of any re-issued interest has been taken into account in
the latency plots, but the Discovery rate plot (as mentioned earlier)
only depicts the performance of the original interests. However,
all users will be merely satis�ed after re-issuing the corresponding
failed interest.
For the Dynamic cost strategy, the percentage of interests running out of budget stays below 8% for the large EFIB sizes. Overall,
the Dynamic cost achieves good performance and limits the amount
of unnecessary inter-AS tra�c at below 10% for the default used
EFIB size (i.e., gray area). Its performance is also comparable to
the theoretically optimal strategy (i.e., NRR), especially in terms of
latency and intra-AS discovery rate for the selected default EFIB
size.
In these set of experiments, we use a network cache size of 0.3,
which means that the entire AS has the capacity to store 30% of
the overall content population. In the next section, we investigate
the impact of the AS storage capacity in the performance of the
proposed content discovery strategies.

Impact of EFIB capacity

In Figure 5, we depict the impact of the EFIB capacity in the performance of the examined forwarding strategies. We express the EFIB
capacity as a multiple of the cache size (i.e., the CS router component). For instance, an EFIB capacity of two means that each router
has twice as many “slots” in its EFIB as its cache. As mentioned
before, the entire EFIB can be stored in the CS of each router and
will typically take a negligible amount of space: a single slot (i.e.,
entry) in EFIB store is merely a name, an outgoing face, and a cost
value. In Table 1, we depict the default system parameters used
throughout the Evaluation section.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the EFIB follows an LRU replacement policy, and as such, its size a�ects the performance of the
proposed forwarding strategies, since small EFIB size means that a
recently inserted trail for a content may be replaced (i.e., deleted)
rather quickly even when the cache (at the end of the trail) still
holds the corresponding content in its storage.
The leftmost plot in Figure 5 demonstrates the content discovery
performance of the proposed strategies in percentage of issued
interests. We observe that the portion of the issued interests �nding
content within the AS (i.e., black region) increases rapidly for the
Dynamic cost strategy until the EFIB size gets equal to 128 times the
cache size. For larger EFIB sizes, the intra-domain discovery rate of
both strategies remain roughly constant (we use this value for the
EFIB size, i.e., 128 times the CS size, in the rest of the experiments).
We observe for both strategies that an increasing percentage
of user issued interests obtains multiple copies of content simultaneously through intra-AS and inter-AS paths (i.e., gray region) as
EFIB values increase from 2 to 128. Obviously, it is not desirable for
an AS to forward an interest o� the domain (following FIB entries)
to retrieve content through an expensive inter-AS link when an
o�-path copy of the interest discovers the same content within
the AS. In the rest of the discussion, we refer to such tra�c as the
unnecessary inter-AS tra�c, which is shown with the gray region
(i.e., labeled “Both”).
In terms of minimizing such unnecessary inter-AS tra�c, the
Dynamic cost strategy performs signi�cantly better than the Static
one. The Dynamic cost strategy limits the interests leading to such
unwanted tra�c at around 10.8%, which reaches its peak value at
EFIB size of 128. In the Static cost strategy, on the other hand, the
percentage of interests that lead to unnecessary inter-AS content retrievals reach nearly 30%. This is also re�ected in the overhead metric, where the Dynamic cost strategy retrieves on average smaller
number of data copies than the Static cost for larger EFIB sizes, as
can be seen on the rightmost plot of Figure 5.
We observe from the leftmost plot in Figure 5 that for some interests the Dynamic cost strategy fails to retrieve content for larger
EFIB sizes. This is due to the strategy spending the forwarding
budget entirely mid-path (i.e., within the AS) and failing to retrieve
content from o�-path trails. This happens when the cost of a matching index in an EFIB entry becomes large with multiple subsequent

5.3

Impact of AS Cache Capacity

In Figure 6, we depict the impact of the overall network storage capacity in the performance of the examined budget-based multicast
content discovery strategies. The network storage capacity of the
entire network is expressed as the fraction of the content population. We evenly distribute the total network storage capacity at the
routers of the network and leave more sophisticated distribution of
AS storage capacity for future investigation.
From the leftmost plot of Figure 6, we observe that the Dynamic
cost strategy becomes increasingly successful in reducing unnecessary inter-AS �ows with increasing network storage capacity.
For storage capacity of 0.8, this strategy limits such �ows to below 4%. At the same time, the Dynamic cost strategy achieves an
increasingly higher intra-AS discovery rate (i.e., black region) for
increasing storage capacity. This results indicate that the Dynamic
cost become increasingly accurate in estimating the cost of trails;
that is, the o�-path trails with high cost have also very small percentage of failure to discover content.
On the other hand, the Static cost strategy leads to increasingly
larger amount of unnecessary inter-AS �ows with increasing network storage. In fact, the percentage of such �ows reach above
40% for network storage capacity of 0.9 times the content population. We conclude that the interests with Static cost strategy fail to
spend their TFB (i.e., total forwarding budget) along the intra-AS
path leading to the AS egress node. Such interest packets leave the
AS to retrieve content even when an o�-path interest successfully
discovers content within the AS.
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Figure 5: The impact of the EFIB capacity in the performance of the examined forwarding strategies.
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Figure 6: The impact of the overall network storage capacity in the performance of the examined forwarding strategies.
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Figure 7: The impact of the popularity distribution in the performance of the examined forwarding strategies.
Despite an increasing amount of unnecessary �ows, the Static
cost strategy retrieves an increasingly larger percent of content
within the AS, similar to the Dynamic cost strategy. As a result, both
strategies achieve nearly optimal latency in retrieving content. On
the other hand, the overhead of Static cost strategy is signi�cantly
higher than the Dynamic cost one. This is the result of unnecessarily
many o�-path trails that are followed by the interests in Static cost
strategy.

5.4

costs for its EFIB entries. As Zipf exponent increases beyond 0.4,
the amount of unnecessary �ows rapidly decrease for the Dynamic
cost strategy. Overall, the Dynamic cost strategy achieves higher
intra-AS discovery rate than the Static cost, and as a result, lower
latency in retrieving content.

5.5

Impact of Forwarding Budget

As mentioned in Section 4, the initial total forwarding budget (TFB)
of each Interest packet is set to a predetermined value. In the above
experiments this value is set to h + 2, where h is the shortest path
length in hops to reach the egress node towards the content origin.
Also, the on-path cost and o�-path (per-hop) cost is set to one (i.e.,
b = 1 in Section 4.1 and bir = dir = 1, eir = 2 for every router r and
EFIB index i in Section 4.2).
In Figure 8, we depict the performance of the proposed strategies for di�erent forwarding budgets. The x-axis in these plots
represents the additional (i.e., extra) budget value a in TFB, and
we consider a values of one to four. From the leftmost plot, we
observe that increasing the TFB value beyond two has negligible
impact on the discovery performance of the Static cost strategy.
The Static cost strategy’s indi�erence to extra budget is because of
the relatively high success rate 0.57 of o�-path trails and the small
number (1.89 on average) of matching EFIB encounters (on the

Impact of Content Popularity

In the above scenarios, we used a default Zipf exponent value of
0.7 when determining the items’ popularity. Measurement-based
studies, such as [4] suggest that the Zipf exponent for web tra�c
lies in the range of 0.64 0.84, while other types of tra�c (e.g., P2P
or video) may follow di�erent popularity patterns [5, 25].
In Figure 7, we depict the impact of content popularity in the performance of the proposed strategies. We observe from the leftmost
plot that the lower values of Zipf exponent leads to higher percent
of unnecessary inter-AS �ows in both strategies; particularly in the
case of the Static cost strategy. This is because of the low locality of
reference in the content requested by the interests, which leads to
higher replacement rate in the intra-AS caches. At high replacement
rates, even the Dynamic cost strategy fails to determine accurate
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Figure 8: The impact of the forwarding budget in the performance of the examined forwarding strategies.
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Figure 9: The impact of the additive component in the performance of the Dynamic cost strategy.
path to the egress node) for our default settings. Therefore, raising
the TFB beyond h + 2 has little impact, since the majority of the
interests typically discover items within two o�-path trails and do
not encounter other matching o�-path trails.
On the other hand, a large TFB value increases the likelihood
of retrieving content within the AS as well as the amount of unnecessary �ows (gray region) for the Dynamic cost strategy. In
order to further understand this trend, we looked into statistics
on the average cost spent on successful and failing o�-path trails.
Particularly, a failing o�-path trail spends on average a cost of 2.44
budget quotas, and a successful o�-path trail spends on average 7.8,
as opposed to the constant cost of 1.0 for both cases in the Static
cost counterpart. This implies that adding more budget allows the
Dynamic cost strategy to issue more o�-path interests as opposed to
the Static one. This inevitably will increase both the overall content
discovery rate, as well as the overhead tra�c.
Another dimension of performance is the o�-path versus onpath discoveries by the strategies. We observe that the percentage
of o�-path discoveries in Dynamic cost strategy is signi�cantly
higher than the Static cost. For extra budget value of one, Dynamic
cost retrieves 38.3% of the requested content from o�-path trails,
while the Static cost retrieves 26.8% of them. This corresponds also
to a di�erence in the average latency of content retrieval, shown in
the middle plot of Figure 8. In particular, the Dynamic cost strategy
can retrieve closer o�-path copies more often and achieve a lower
retrieval latency, whereas in terms of overhead, the performance of
the two strategies are very similar.

5.6

also increases with increasing the additive parameter because of the
additional latency incurred by the failed interests, and subsequently
the re-issuing of them by the users.

6

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a content discovery mechanism, which coordinates forwarding and caching opportunistically without using signaling or update protocols. The mechanism establishes ephemeral
forwarding state along the content retrieval path to locate locally
stored content within an AS. This mechanism allows content retrieved through an inter-AS link to be stored exactly once along the
delivery path, by leveraging the ephemeral state to direct future
interests towards the stored content. The ephemeral forwarding
state is stored in an Ephemeral FIB (EFIB) table and maintained
as an LRU cache using a very small portion of the Content Store
capacity.
We have investigated several multicast budget-based forwarding
strategies that e�ectively use and manage ephemeral forwarding
state together with the existing FIB state to discover content locally,
and thus reduce the expensive inter-AS content retrievals. The
proposed forwarding strategies improve NDN’s intra-AS discovery
performance by more than 300% and incurs negligible overhead,
achieving comparable performance to the optimal (Nearest Replica
Routing) forwarding strategy.
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Impact of the Additive Component

Finally, we present results on the impact of the additive component
(i.e., dir in Section 4.2) of the Dynamic cost strategy in Figure 9.
We observe that increasing the additive component reduces the
overall discovery rate and at the same time reduces the amount of
unnecessary �ows, as expected. The latency of content retrieval
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